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Chapter 1

Introduction

There are enough places in this world where war is only moments away
from breaking out, but there is only one place that calls the attention of the
world’s largest powers to such a small set of circumstances that can decide the
fate of an entire region. The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea is just such a
place. Ruled by a single person with nuclear capabilities and a provocative style,
North Korea is a focal point for East Asian affairs. It is China’s communist
brother, but also an economic investment and a military buffer zone to the
Western powers. For South Korea, it is long lost family but also a direct threat to
their security, be it social, economic, or military.
The provocations of North Korea have constructed a unique relationship
with the rest of East Asia, one that begs the question of why there is support in the
form of economic aid and agreements despite an overwhelming distrust, and unity
despite the variety of interests. It is in this region that we see states that have
produced some of the greatest advances in technology, while there are others that
are more cut off from the outside than almost anywhere else in the world. This
dynamic has not always been the case. Before there was North and South Korea,
the country was one. The people were family and the only real difference was
geographical. Today, the story has taken a much more dramatic course. These
people who were once the same have taken two separate paths after World War II,
when the country was split into two different systems by the countries that
administered their recovery, the United States and the Soviet Union.
There is a distinction between how North Korea’s neighbors act towards
North Korea and how the North reacts to them. The East Asian neighbors of
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North Korea are generally subject to a larger degree of public scrutiny. The
freedoms that the press and people have are much higher than North Korea, and
this helps to keep the governments more accountable to the needs of the people
rather than the elite few. As such, these countries demonstrate a higher degree of
rationality when confronting international problems. It would then follow that
their foreign policy would reflect this and their actions would more typically show
what would likely be in their best interest. Since there is a higher degree of
rationality, more direct observations about the relationship between states can be
made. There may be interests groups within each country, capable of influencing
the country’s interests, but none strong enough to wield the same degree of power
that the Kim regime does in North Korea. The paper will assert the claim that
these countries, and their various vested interests in North Korea, have worked
toward agreements and policies that have perpetuated the North Korean state with
the intent of maintaining stability in the East Asian region.
To gain a better idea of how North Korea may see their situation, it helps
to look at a map with a fresh set of eyes. In doing so, it quickly becomes apparent
that North Korea is in the middle of some very powerful actors. With China on
the northern border, and the American-backed South Koreans on the southern
border, North Korea finds themselves in a situation where they are largely forced
to react to what their neighbors do rather than dictate the conversation or events.
This means that the decision-makers in North Korea have lost a degree of
freedom in dictating their situation. This may seem slightly trivial, as most would
confront this fact by pointing out that they have not been the best neighbor. This
is quite possible the result of East Asian doing what they feel needs to be done to
ensure a secure environment. A loss of ones freedom to operate freely is still seen
just as badly in the eyes of North Koreans though, and in all likelihood, it is not
seen the same way by the Kim regime as it is by the rest of their neighbors.
Keeping this in mind will help provide a reference point as to why their methods
and actions might not be as extreme as we may perceive them to be.
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Hypothesis
There are two different realms inside North Korea. There is the Kim
regime, which includes their inner circle, and there is the realm that involves the
people of North Korea as a whole. It is the difference of the populous and the
ruling party. The reason these two have been separated is that these are two
different views that one may take on the North Korean state in regards to what
may be driving the interests of the country. One outside group looking in at North
Korea may believe that they are acting in the same manner as the rest of the
international community and working towards what is best for the country as a
whole, while others may see how North Korea has a very small circle to appease,
and policy is formulated at the strict benefit of that small circle. While some may
assume that power is ultimately derived for the health of the country as a whole,
this however is not completely true. When the state is viewed as a whole, it does
not always act rationally or seemingly in their own best interest. The state has
been able to survive while making decisions that have negatively impacted the
overall population. Therefore, when the state is viewed as a tool for the regime
then one can see how the actions taken and policy that was implemented may
benefit the decision-makers. This line of thought has been a driver in assessing the
rationality of North Korea’s actions and the reasons behind their actions.
Despite the seemingly erratic behavior of North Korea, there is a sizeable
degree of predictability towards North Korea. Although it may seem that
unpredictability is the only known characteristic of the North, this paper will help
to show how the veil of prediction lies more heavily on the shoulders of its
neighbors than the North Korean state itself. When a set of circumstances that
involves both the interests and a degree of influence on the final decision are
aligned, then the predictability of the situation is reverted more towards the
neighbors than North Korea itself. North Korea has the ultimate power to make
their own decision when the decisions is strictly theirs to make, but when looking
at the overall course of actions on the Korea peninsula in regards to the North,
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there is a greater degree of rationality in the decision-making process among those
who have a vested interest in North Korea.
Therefore, the status quo in North Korea has been is more appealing to its
neighbors than what North Korea could become if it were to collapse. For this
reason, China, South Korea and the United States have pursued policies and
actions that meet the bare minimum in trying to keep North Korea from collapse.

Methodology
This paper will incorporate a number of theories as a foundation, but none
that completely dominate the final product. The basis for reasoning in this thesis
will be on a more practical level with rationality as the main driver. This could be
a difficult task, however,as the reality in North Korea could very easily be
different than that of its neighbors. Rationality in this paper must therefore be
seen in more than one way. First, there is the question of what is or is not rational
when taking this country into account. Their isolation and overall mindset,
including ‘Juche’ and ‘Songun’ policies, have created an atmosphere different
than almost any other in the world. The concept that North Korea operates on a
different playing field from the rest of its neighbors will be explored to
demonstrate the difference of perception. Analysis into what type of people the
conditions inside North Korea produce is critical for understanding why they
behave in the manner we see. This can be used in a further analysis of why many
decisions seem to not make sense to the rest of the world, and why the country
appears to be acting outside of rational behavior. Secondly, there is the view that
the North Korean state functions to serve the Kim regime more than its citizens.
This can also provide insight into the country’s seemingly irrational decisions. If
they are made to suit the regime rather than the state, then an in-depth analysis of
the regime’s best interests is needed in order to begin to understand the basic
principles of their interpretation of rationality. The idea of rationality here must be
viewed with these potentially different views in mind. Once this is taken into
account, the notion that neighboring countries bring a greater degree of
predictability begins to make more sense. It is the stability of these larger
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countries that helps to bring a degree of calm to an otherwise volatile decisionmaking process in North Korea.
This confusion concerning discrepancies in rationality will be mitigated as
best as possible by providing a base of knowledge in the following chapter. This
will help to provide the reader with a shared understanding of the subject matter
and ensure that the reader has encountered this subject with a solid background of
the topic. This is also done to ensure that the correct information is provided to
allow for the best possible assessment. There are many misconceptions about the
country and the information that is available is not always the most reliable, so it
is the aim of this paper to provide as much accurate information as is needed to
establish a base of knowledge so that the final sections can be fully and
completely understood as conveyed.
The second chapter of this thesis begins to provide the information from
which the rest of the paper should draw much of the material. Among the themes
presented is the view that the North Korean state functions to serve the Kim
regime rather than its people. This idea is important to the paper because it
compares the process of rationality in North Korea with that of the rest of the
states mentioned, and can also provide insight into their many seemingly
irrational decisions. It will also include sections that give details about North
Korea as a country, and will show two different perspectives of the North. The
first will be from the perspective of the international community. This section will
acquaint the reader with how the rest of the world views North Korea, as well as
how the information upon which they are basing their opinions was brought to
them. The second perspective will shift the attention towards how North Korea
views the world and the influence it has on their country.
Lastly, the framework constructed by the previous chapters will
materialize into a direct analysis of why North Korea has not collapsed. The main
section will help to explain the situation in greater detail and then provide the
arguments for what has helped the country survive as long as it has. These reasons
will then be supported by three different case studies of how an interested party
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has helped to provide support for North Korea and why doing so is in their best
interest.
This paper will address the topic by utilizing two general frames of
reference. First, there will be the short-term prospects, which are meant to present
a period that is in the foreseeable future and one that is within a single election
cycle for the countries involved. Second will be a longer-term approach and this
will reference the time period of 20-plus years. In the short-term period, the paper
will show how these neighboring countries have found the continuance of the
North Korean state to be beneficial. There was always a hope that the regime
would reform, or that it seemed imminent. The thinking here was to maintain
order for just long enough for a peaceful resolution to come about. Ultimately,
however, this has not happened. The longer period of reference calls attention to
the time during which North Korea began to lose its edge and started to become
the country that we see today. At one point, the North was seen as an economic
superior to South Korea, but sometime in the late 1970s to early 1980s, this
reversed and the country gradually became more isolated.
Primitive and Emergent Objects
Of the primitive objects alluded to in this paper, Game Theory would be
the most applicable and useful to reference. For further research into this topic,
this theory could help to provide a better base for understanding the motives of
each country involved and where their predicted interests lie. The purpose of this
paper is to provide a more general assessment of the circumstances as a whole. It
does not attempt to delve too deeply into the rationality of each decision made,
which would be an ideal application of Game Theory.
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Literature Review
This paper will guide the reader through the argument on why North
Korea has not collapsed quite yet. The way in which this argument will be
structured throughout the paper will not always focus directly on the theory being
used. Theory cannot fully articulate what needs to be discussed in this paper, so
an understanding of the subject matter from different points of view is important.
This means that many documents that rely more heavily on real world facts rather
than ideas will play a major role in the explanation of why North Korea has not
yet collapsed. There is an idea used in this thesis that explains cooperation with
North Korea in order to sustain a more peaceful atmosphere for the region. This
idea and the supporting material to explain the situation is more unique to the
literature and because of this there will not be as many outside sources used. The
purpose of this is to use focus on explaining the ideas that will come to define the
direction of this paper. That being said, the rest of the paper will heavily
incorporate a wide array of literature. These sources include military publications,
which present a perspective that is more narrowly focused but provides insight
that other sources cannot provide. There will be U.S. Congressional reports that
have the ability to summarize some of the major issues in a concise manner. News
articles will be used as well. They help to provide a perspective that is closer to
the story than other sources. Journal articles will be the primary source for this
thesis. The subject matter that is discussed here does not provide well for the type
of material that is needed for journal articles, as much of the information is based
off of first-hand accounts and information that has the potential of being
compromised at some point in the process. There is little that the outside world
knows for certain about North Korea, so the task of finding the proper information
about this country has been challenging. The array of sources and ideas that have
been brought together in the third chapter of this thesis provide the analysis
through three case studies of countries with a direct interest in the state of North
Korea.
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Classic Literature and Theory
Realism
There is also the realist perspective, which will be a bit more
straightforward. North Korea is fearful about its security, and it feels as though
each of the surrounding states will seize any opportunity where weakness is
shown. This frame of reference helps to explain the military first policies the state
has implemented, which, consequently, lead to a large portion of the GDP being
devoted to the military. A result of this policy is that a constant state of military
readiness has been placed as the top priority.
Realism also helps to describe much of the North Korean perspective.
They have heavily securitized, and for the most part, do assume that the world is
against them. They have cornered themselves in their enclave and have ruined
most all of their relationships. State policy has focused on defense and almost any
effort to gain attention on the world’s stage is by demonstrating their military
force capabilities. They have detonated nuclear weapons, launched
intercontinental ballistic missiles, assassinated high level South Korean cabinet
members, shot down civilian aircraft, and waged acts of war by sinking a ship or
shelling an island with artillery fire.
There is, however, a great deal of cooperation on the part of the
surrounding countries. Though joint military drills do occur, the neighbors of
North Korea do not act in the same provocative manner, and certainly do not use
nearly the same rhetoric. The United States has provided much of the security for
the region throughout modern history, and China, Japan, and South Korea have
therefore had the ability to focus much of their efforts on growing their
economies. There is also the line of thought that shows how the diffusion of
power from the United States to China for situations like this may not be such a
bad thing, which is articulated by Drezner on military primacy1. This idea opens
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the door for other states to play a more significant role in North Korean affairs.
These individual countries have all tried to reason with the DPRK, and have also
banded together to form a more unified front, or regional coalition, to let the
North know that its neighbors do not approve of their actions. With international
anarchy being a core belief in realism, this perspective does not address the
multilateral, common goals of East Asia. There are concessions that are made
based on the hope that such actions will create the environment for meaningful
engagement. Realism does address international order based around a common
interest such as engagement, but fails to assume the predictive nature of
international relations as Rational Choice Theory does. It is based off the idea of
anarchy, and the unpredictability of the resulting disorder. Therefore,
Classical realism argued that in order to most effectively promote
our political morality through our foreign policy, we need to be
cognizant of the constraints of power in an anarchical world. And
we need to allow for agency in our interactions with other
countries—we must not assume that we can predict accurately how
others will respond to our foreign policy.2
The incorporation of realism into this paper is on the basis that it provides a more
specified position where security is at the forefront, a position that is greatly
engrained into the decision-making process of all involved. It does not play a role
in the final assessment of the process, but it is rather a resource for such an
assessment.

Liberalism
The volume of trade that exists between China, South Korea, and the
United States is massive. There are also an ever-increasing number of cultural ties
that are making relations among these powers all the more intertwined. This web
acts as a safety net for liberal thinkers, and helps to ensure that the cost-benefit
analysis does not favor regional conflict. It is statistically shown that
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Increasing economic interdependence from the 10th percentile to the
90th percentile reduces the risk of a fatal dispute by 32 percent.
Finally, an increase of the same magnitude in the number of shared
memberships in intergovernmental organization cuts the risk of
fatal dispute by 43 percent.3
This idea gives credence to the necessity for peace in East Asia—that there is too
much at stake. It also helps to explain why a major conflict has not broken out. In
the most basic of forms, the dependence upon each other that is seen with East
Asia and the United States is not worth the potential disaster that would be
experienced in another Korean War. It is in this sense that liberalism is used in the
explanation of the overall situation. The connection it has with rational choice
theory in that a greater economic dependence helps to provide a web of
entanglement and therefore peace provides the backbone for continued relations
with all actors aside from North Korea. Where this theory deviates is describing
the actions towards the North. The use of liberalism is greatest in the side stories,
but not as much in the main idea of this thesis.
Constructivism
This paper also looks towards constructivism to gain insight into the
subject of North Korea. Under this lens, we see how the East Asian regional
powers have constructed the issues in North Korea through dialogue, sanctions,
and military threats, to name a few, in order to frame the country as what we
currently see in common discussion. The picture of North Korea has been painted
based mostly on the narrative that others have constructed, and it is the image that
most have imprinted in their minds, which directs opinions to follow the path of
narratives that have already been tailored to portray a particular image of the
country. This results in the rest of the world maintaining a preconceived idea
about the country, and therefore subjecting the small amounts of information they
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have received to a country which is much more dynamic in nature than what
many would be lead to believe from reports. This shared understanding of North
Korea has the potential to alter foreign policy towards the North. This idea is
based in part on a false reality, lending itself the ability to create a situation that
snowballs on itself, further deepening the isolation. Where this theory helps,
however, is through its “approach [which] aims at apprehending how the social
practices and norms of states construct the identities and interests of the same.”4
North Korea is quite different than the rest of the world, and “conventional
constructivism rejects the mainstream presumption that world politics is so
homogenous that universally valid generalizations can be expected to come of
theorizing about it.”5
The security focusthat has been a foundational narrative of western
thinking towards the North has not helped for the international community better
understand North Korean intentions, it has created an environment of stress. This,
however, does not exactly mean that there is a better way or that it is not an
appropriate view to take. The North has, after all, largely been in a securitized
state for some time now. As described in Balzacq’s ideas on Securitization6, the
situation finds itself embracing all three phases. To make matters worse, they
rarely let out any information that would help play an important role in the
ongoing international conversation about them should they decide to join such
dialogue. The information the outside world receives, along with the provocative
nature of the DPRK, has created a situation where communication is rare and
tends to focus on negatives more than positives. The lack of dialogue means that
the second phase is strengthened and that North Korea becomes involved when it
feels it must, such as the feeling that they are being threatened or misrepresented.
This leave an even smaller amount of information on which to base a perspective,
and the reality is that there is little positive information about the country, so the
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perception is shaped by a narrow set of facts. The North acts mostly defensively,
and this feeds the idea to the outside world that there is something to hide. This
idea, however, does not fully address the intricate details of the situation. It
provides a good perspective on possible observations, such as how some actors
may be showing their bias more than others, but it does not address the more
complicated issues at play. How do the ongoing attempts at dialogue and acts of
goodwill towards the DPRK factor into this theory?
Making the Classical More Applicable
Of the theoretical perspectives, almost all of them are established ideas
that reach across a multitude of disciplines. Although they still have a great level
of applicability to the material discussed here, they may not always pertain as
appropriately to the subject matter as is required for direct analysis. To remedy
this problem, this paper has used articles that take the form of these well-known
perspectives, but their applicability has been modernized to relate to East Asia
and more specifically to North Korea as well.
In the only academic journal devoted directly to North Korean affairs, an
article discussing the North Korean motivations for nuclear weapons from
multiple perspectives, including constructivism, liberalism, and realism, helps to
demonstrate a modern application to this specific issue.7 It provides insight into
the three lenses, each one framing the issue from their respective positions. The
information gathered from this article has not been directly used in this paper
through quotes, but its importance should not be underplayed. It has assisted in
bridging the gap from the old to the new.
The ideas of rogue states and how language and media play a role in the
formation of our perception of North Korea is addressed in Peter Howard’s article
on a North Korean invasion8. It brings a more applicable sense of constructivism
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to the issues discussed. When dealing with the use of threats and spread of fear to
elicit a desired response, Carlson and Dacey’s article9 provides insight into the
effectiveness of displays of force and attempting to change foreign policy based
on fear or threats. The direct use of the ideas in this article are not heavy, but it
does provide a good basis for helping to understand why much of what has
happened in the past has not succeeded.
Its outward appearance could suggest that North Korea is acting in an
irrational manner much of the time. They provoke much larger world powers, and
become involved in activities that do not seem to benefit their country. Although
it may appear that way, it is hardly the case. The North Korean entity responsible
for making decisions is actually acting within a set of guidelines, but it just may
not be clear what those guidelines are. Two articles have helped in defining those
motivations. The article by Yongho Kim on threat perception10, and Byman and
Lind’s11both help to define North Korean priorities. Kim’s article in particular is
presenting the idea that the Kim regime is using North Korea to preserve the
dynasty more so than to help the North Korean people, a central theme to this
paper.
There is a constant discussion of the option of using hard or soft power to
steer North Korea towards a more tolerable existence. There are a number of
articles that generally focus on security; Victor Cha’s on preventative defense12
takes a look more specifically at security issues, while Seong-Ryoul Cho’s article
on the security dilemma13 provides a more grounded idea of what kind of military
9
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ideology the international community might be looking at in North Korea. The
article on engagement or containment by Soon-ok Shin14also lends support to the
argument of making the transition away from hard power.
There are also articles that take more of the soft power route and focus
more on integration and liberalization of markets as well. As set forth in Snyder’s
article—“In a system where most pursue liberalization and open trade, a strategy
of isolation and autonomy is likely to be self-defeating as well. The absolute gains
from open multilateral cooperation are likely to exceed whatever economic
progress a state is able to achieve in isolation.”15 The article goes on to mention
that “to avoid North Korea’s predicament you must pursue strategies adopted by
South Korea.”16 However, this ignores the reality of the situation. The Kim
regime will not survive if the light was shown on their regime. Openness to the
outside world is of benefit to North Korea, but not to the Kim regime. The power
dynamic necessary for that to continue would not allow such a transition to occur
in the near future, as such openness to the outside world could prove disastrous to
the regime’s legitimacy, and ultimately its survival. They have gone far too deep
into isolation to welcome openness. A gradual transition is the only technique that
could preserve the dynasty.

The greatest hope that North Korea has had in opening to the outside
world is through trade. Of all the countries, China has proved to be the North’s
greatest benefactor. They are in the unique position of being able to understand
their shared fears of the West, and to trying and make a socialist economy work.
It has been through articles that talk about China’s market influence17, and the
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Rason Special Economic Zone18 that help to demonstrate the potential for an
economic connection to the outside world through trade and special economic
zones.
Government Documents and Publications
The use of government documents has been critical in the research of this
topic. The information they provide is gathered with a different intent than it
would be for academic journals. It gravitates around the idea that the information
may, at some point, be used for policy formation or to inform for purposes of
action. They are also often some of the only sources of information about specific
issues relating to North Korea. The use of Congressional Research Service
documents and United Nation reports has been used quite heavily in research on
North Korea, as well. They do not provide for theory on the subject, but rather a
well-informed situational report that helps to provide the basis for other ideas and
theoretical perspectives.
News
Major News Sources
Many of the world’s major news sources cover events in North Korea, but
some provide this information more readily than others. There are two different
styles of news covered in this paper. The first are those that feature the news as it
happens. They are the places that the stores are brought to the user as quickly as
possible. The articles that are presented in this category are published as quickly
as they can because their purpose is to inform the reader of new events presently
occurring. Examples of these news outlets include the British Broadcasting
Channel (BBC), The Diplomat, Wall Street Journal, The Telegraph, Christian
Science Monitor, New York Times, and Associated Press. The second type of
news articles used in this thesis are those that cannot be classified as academic
journal articles because they are closer to the rapidly evolving news cycle style.
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These include Foreign Affairs, The Economist, and Foreign Policy Magazine. The
last of which features an interview/conversation between two people, one aformer
teacher in North Korea and the other a former Governor who had gone on
multiple visits to the North.19
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Chapter 2

North Korea—What You Need to Know
The North Korean state has survived for much longer than most would
have predicted. Since the late 1940s it has kept its sovereignty intact through war
and famine. They remain at war with the country to its south, despite coming from
the same families. Maintaining its sovereignty has not come easily, however. It
has devoted great efforts to defending itself and has pursued policies that have
placed the defense of the country as the top priority, as well as achieving nuclear
weapon capabilities that provide a vital deterrent to invasion.
This paper will illustrate the East Asian security and economic concerns
revolving around North Korea. It will show what the neighbors of North Korea
have done to maintain a peaceful environment despite a provocative neighbor. It
will also demonstrate how the domestic politics of the North have affected their
foreign relations, and how spheres of influence from within the country have
wielded their power, which has projected many of their interests to the outside
world as those of the North Korean state and people.
There are two different worlds inside North Korea. There is one world in
which the Kim regime and its inner circle exists. Then there is the world in which
the people and state of North Korea exist. The international community tends to
focus its policy and dialogue on the North Korean state, and assume that the
leadership is along the same line of thought. However, this is not completely true.
When the state is viewed as a whole, it does not always act rationally or
seemingly in their own best interest. But, when the state is viewed as a tool for the
regime, it is easier for one to see how the actions taken and policies implemented
may benefit the decision-makers.
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There are also a number of countries that have an interest in keeping
regional stability, along with an eventual increase in trade with North Korea. The
way those countries will manage that relationship make for a complex web that
intertwines interests with decisions that cannot be delayed. In other words, the
neighbors of North Korea have pursued policies that have been designed to
minimize the chance of North Korean collapse. They have helped the DPRK
survive for as long as it has, and if it were not for their help, then the Korean
Peninsula would not be the same as it is today. Despite the seemingly erratic
behavior of North Korea, we can more reliably predict the direction that this state
will take. It may seem that unpredictability is the only known characteristic of the
North, but this paper will argue that predictions depend more heavily on the
actions of its neighbors rather than the North Korean state itself. They have the
power to make the ultimate decisions, but other countries set the overall course
simply by having a vested interest in the DPRK.
There is an aspect of securitization that has come to characterize the North
Korean state. It builds on the level of risk that is associated with the country. This
securitization has grown because the media and government are so closely
aligned. All “conditions underlying the effectuation of securitization fall into at
least three sets of factors - audience, context and securitizing agent.”20 The
audience is primed to attentively receive the messages from the government and
whether or not they agree or believe in the message, they effectively treat it as if
they do. The context refers to the trustworthiness of the source, and in North
Korea, the source is the one and only source. Again, whether or not the people
actually believe the source to be trustworthy does not actually matter—they must
treat it as such. The securitizing agent deals with the ability of the agent to
legitimize the narrative. In North Korea, the government has all of the power, and
as the ultimate power, they have the approval for anything they wish to promote.
This domestic narrative leads to extreme securitization trends. These trends are
noticed by the international community, but without any context, and because
20
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there exists no direct line of communication, it often times sends the wrong
message.
The outlook for North Korea is bleak and the ‘military first’ temperament
creates a very uneasy atmosphere. The following chart short shows the investment
and political climate in North Korea compared with its regional counterparts and a
few other countries to help illustrate a well-rounded perspective.
Figure 1, Risk Comparison of North Korea with Other Selected Countries21

The above information tells the story of how the world sees the risks
associated with North Korea. They most closely resemble that of a country
currently at war, Afghanistan. The following chapter on case studies will
demonstrate how some countries invest in the North for reasons other than direct
monetary gains, but this chart shows how any actor, private or public, would most
likely be at a loss if they were to invest in North Korea. However, this is not to
say that the very environment that the chart is representing does not present the
international community with opportunities. Where there is desperation, there is
both opportunity and the potential for cooperation. The utilization of these
depends heavily on which country that is and what it is asking. Pride still plays a
large role in North Korea. One message many understand about North Korea is
that “they’re a very proud, strong country. Nobody controls them — not China,
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South Korea, or the United States. They want to be considered on par as a major
power with the United States.”22
There is an important note to mention when discussing what is in North
Korea’s best interest. For many countries, the government acts in best interest of
its people. The rationality of statescan focus on the macro-level decision-making
process as being something that is done for the best of whatever group is
represented by the decisions. What the North Korean system presents is a duality
in interests. There is what is best for the regime and then there is what is best for
the country. The relationship between the two helps to explain how the country
operates.
The hardest part of comprehending another’s behavior is figuring out all
the possible variables and what the true objective may be. A typical country
would operate under the assumption that it is doing what is best for its people, and
those in charge typically project that thought process onto others when perceiving
a situation. Therefore, the choices almost all countries make and the actions they
take may not always work out for the best, but they are taken with the goal of
attaining the maximum benefit for everyone. If the benefit outweighs the cost,
then the benefit would be worth the cost. The utilization of this leads to many
countries projecting their own system onto that of North Korea. As most countries
operate under some form of accountability to their people, the strong authoritarian
system of North Korea prevents the recognized and more familiar systems of
countries from fully understanding what the true objectives of North Korea might
be. It is still working correctly, but as mentioned, it is about knowing what the
true objectives are in order to accurately view the bigger picture. North Korea
operates to serve the Kim regime. The Kim regime does not operate to serve
North Korea. This often overlooked aspect of the country is important to keep in
mind in order to make sense of the habitually confusing situation on the Korean
22
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Peninsula.
The Kim Dynasty is possibly the most important factor in North Korean
affairs. It is not just simply the leadership, or the authoritarian regime. They take
the form of living deities. This presents the regime with a mixed set of challenges
and opportunities. They have the loyalty of their people, whether it be out of fear
or admiration, but they do so only to the extent that they can maintain this godlike persona. The regime does not have the interest of the people at heart though;
they have “prioritized their political survival over the survival of the North
Korean state.”23 This helps only the regime, not the country, and one might
assume that as soon as the people begin to see the faults in the system the
government will have little more than violence and fear as tools to hold back the
much needed reform. However, considering the system in place, this will still be
quite a challenge. Speaking of her students, former North Korean teacher Suki
Kim says:
It was very clear that they had a total devotion to their leaders, the
structure of the party, the military — they were paramount in any
of their discussions. They never made a decision on the spot. In
negotiating with them, their idea of a concession was not a quid
pro quo, like in Western countries. Their idea of a concession was
they’re not going to budge, but what they will budge on is they will
give you enough time to come to their conclusion, eventually. Time
for them is not of the essence.24
The degree of government control in North Korea is particularly unique in
the world. They rely on “several tools to stay in power: restrictive social policies;
manipulation of ideas and information; use of force; co-optation; manipulation of
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foreign governments; and institutional coup-proofing.”25 This style of domestic
policies can only be carried out if stability is, to an extent, maintained, and if there
is a sort of threat that North Korea poses which necessitates help from their
neighbors. This is because “the DPRK is maintaining [a] ‘rent-seeking economy’
that consists of posing a nuclear threat and possibly flooding their neighbors with
refugees.”26 The other countries do not want to deal with the possibility of what a
collapse may bring, so they allow and enable these policies to be prolonged.
Irony of Juche
One of the core guiding principles of North Korean philosophy is the idea
of self-reliance, or Juche ideology. Kim Il sung, the founder of North Korea,
stated,
The government of the Republic will implement with all
consistency the line of independence, self-sustenance, and selfdefense to consolidate the political independence of the country,
build up more solidly the foundations of an independent national
economy capable of insuring the complete unification,
independence and prosperity of our nation and increasing the
country’s defense capabilities, so as to safeguard the security of
the fatherland reliably by our own force, by splendidly embodying
our party’s idea of Juche in all fields.27
Being such a core principle of the North Korean state, it would seem that this
ideal would be applied very rigorously. Its outward appearance suggests that it
has, as North Korea is very wary of anything western and makes their distrust
publically known as often as possible. This paper, however, identifies a strong
reliance on their neighbors for support. This does not meet the standards of true
Juche though, and “as an appealing legitimating principle, Juche often has been
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turned on its head to conceal a high degree of dependence on Soviet and Chinese
aid. Between 1948 and 1984, Moscow and Beijing were Pyongyang’s first and
second most important patrons, supplying $2.2 billion and $900 million in aid,
respectively.”28
This is hardly the independence that was originally called for. As the
North further isolates itself from the world, so the world does to North Korea.
They do not need the products that the North produces, as there is nothing in
particular they have a competitive advantage over. The North needs the world
more than the world needs the North. In addition, even as North Korea’s weapons
programs begin to define the country’s outward image, the technology they garner
their pride from is not exactly home-grown, because “Korea remains dependent
on foreign procurement for certain items, especially some that figure in nuclear
and ballistic missile programmes. In particular, it lacks sufficient domestic
precision machine tool manufacturing capability and it purchases off-the-shelf
items for its ballistic missile-related programmes.”29 The figures presented in the
rest of this paper will help to call attention to one of the biggest ironies of the
Juche policy. They have tried to become self-reliant to help showcase the might of
North Korea, but as a result, they have come to depend on the international
community in order to avoid collapse. It has evolved into a system of reliance by
the very policy that sought to characterize North Korea as a system of selfsustainment.

Illicit Networks Are Harming the State
The illicit activities that the North Korean government has been involved
in have been shortsighted and constitute an unsustainable plan to bring in foreign
currency. These policies have benefitted the country to a small degree. It has
provided a sizeable portion of the foreign currency that makes its way into the
28
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country, and it has allowed the country to operate their more secretive operations
with untraceable money. For example, “in April 2005, U.S. officials estimated
North Korea’s total income from criminal activities at $500 million, an amount
roughly equal to income from arms sales and 35–40 percent of the income
provided by legitimate exports.”30 This is a sizeable portion of North Korea’s
economy, and it is one that is open and not subjected to any form of international
review. The money that is earned though these illicit networks can be spent on
any number of illegal programs or items. It can also be used by the regime to help
pay for gifts or incentives that they would wish the keep from the rest of their
people. By
operating through front companies and illicit affiliates, Bureau 39
is one of several Central Committee offices that procure luxury
items for party and military elites, obtain technology and
components for weapons programs, and pursue illicit activity to
fund the first two tasks.”31
This organization helps to keep the elite happy and the pet projects running. It is
also money that could be used very effectively in alleviating many of the
country’s agriculture and infrastructure problems. Here lies the problem. This is
an area where the activities, which have very narrowly benefitted the country, turn
into policies that undermine it instead. If the money they earned through the illicit
networks were used on developing the country rather than for regime survival and
enjoyment, then North Korea would be in a much better position than they are
today. This idea will be discussed in greater detail later, but this method of
governance essentially leads to many more problems than it solves.
The participation in an enterprise such as this has resulted in cases of
North Korea’s direct involvement in “at least 50 documented incidents in more
than 20 countries around the world, many involving arrest or detention of North
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Korean diplomats.”32 This direct involvement by the state would, in almost any
other circumstance, create an atmosphere of distrust, which would lead to further
punishment and isolation, but North Korea is different. “The Department of State
has consistently been cautious not to pin an ironclad label of ‘state sponsorship’
on North Korean drug trafficking activity.”33 This would require the imposition of
foreign aid sanctions on Pyongyang, which would limit the tools the United States
has to deal with the rogue state and could also be seen as putting drugs at the
forefront rather than focusing on much larger issues such as nuclear
proliferation.34 Even though these issues are known, they are often overlooked in
the hope that progress on more important issues can continue.
The quantifiable aspects of the illicit networks have worked in the North’s
favor; they have earned hard foreign currency. What has hurt the North Korean
state is the actual knowledge of such activities by the outside world. The
government’s involvement in these illegal actions discredits the Kim regime
greatly in the eyes of the world. Meaningful deals are likely not willing to be
made if there is no trust, and in order to engage in serious discussion state to state,
a mutual respect must be achieved. As this paper argues, the deals will most likely
be made in spite of all the distrust and knowledge of such behaviors because the
intent is to ensure the country does not collapse. This behavior can be tolerated by
the international community to an extent, but what is perhaps causing the greatest
harm in these actions is the influence this has on the fairness of deals reached with
North Korea, and how much further behind their country has become as a result
of continuing to take short term gains over long term investment.
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North Korean Stability Control Methods
Key to the survival of the Kim Regime is the ability to control the
direction of North Korea. The public’s ability to dictate their own path can
quickly lead to the public forcing changes that are unfavorable to the regime.
Therefore, it is paramount for the Kim regime to make sure that reform is done
strictly on their terms and to have the ability to restrict any attempts to subvert
their process.
Stability is not only important for North Korea’s neighbors, but it is also
highly important for an authoritarian government to exert as much control over its
population as possible. Having this mindset of always fearing instability, the list
of what can potentially disrupt the system vastly increases. Stability is maintained
through a variety of systems, but perhaps one of the most severe is something
called thesongbun classification system. This system
subdivides the population of the country into 51 categories or
ranks of trustworthiness and loyalty to the Kim family and North
Korean state… [They] are grouped into three broad castes: the
core, wavering, and hostile classes. Kim Il-sung gave a public
speech in 1958 in which he reported that the core class
represented 25%, wavering class 55%, and hostile class 20% of
the population.35
This is highlighted by reports on North Korea showing that “in mid-1998 the
World Food Program, UNICEF, Save the Children, and the European reported
that 32% of the children showed no evidence of malnutrition, 62% suffered from
moderate malnutrition, and 16% suffered from severe acute malnutrition, with an
error rate of 5%.”36 Loyalty to the party is directly tied to the chances of survival.
This makes obvious the connection party loyalty and the ability to eat has in
North Korea. It is also a very clear example of how North Korea exists to serve
the Kim regime and not the other way around.
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If instability has the ability to cause so much damage to the Kim dynasty,
it would mean that the ways in which instability could manifest are much more
numerous than in more stable countries where the economic and political
mechanisms have a greater chance of absorbing turmoil. In terms of popular
politics, Park Young-ja argues that there are eight types of instability in North
Korea:
1. Excessive expenditure of public funds for consumption-oriented projects in
accordance with Kim Il-sung- and Kim Jong-il-ism

2. An economic structure which cannot develop without foreign investment
3. The United Nation's increasing burden on North Korea's nuclear development
4. Limitations in its self-reliance policies in the absence of public investment
5. The spread of non-socialist phenomena due to marketization and the spread of
information

6. The North Korean people's growing desire for reform and opening and changes in
lifestyle

7. Mid-to-lower class bureaucrats and emerging capitalists' utilitarianism
8. Class, regional and generational cleavages37
To help prevent or stifle these forms of instability there needs to be an
illusion of some type of reform framework in place, just as much as the
government needs to ensure that no real reform networks arise that are not
government sponsored. If there appears to be a method towards progress already
in place, then there will be less public desire to create one outside of the
government’s control. For this, “there exist about 100 ‘mass groups’ in North
Korea today… However, all these social groups without exception perform such
roles as ‘extensively educating and indoctrinating the public,’ ‘serving as the
transmission belt connecting the mass and the party,’ and ‘working as the faithful
assistant of the party.’”38 True reform is a distant prospect though, as it is often
linked to outside forces that the government does not want to penetrate North
Korean society. As the mouthpiece of the DPRK, “the Korean Central News
37
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Agency tells its readers how to think about reform: the South Koreans ‘want to
use their pitiful ‘humanitarian aid’ to lure us into ‘openness and ‘reform’ in order
to destabilize our system from within.’”39
The disconnect between the ruling elite and the people is much greater in
North Korea than it is in other places, in part due to the focus the regime has on
its own survival. The empathy they share with the average citizen is much lower
than that of their neighbors. What they care about is how the people can better
serve their party. Because of this, North Korea also has a very high cost tolerance.
If a situation should arise where conflict in inevitable, North Korea is much more
willing to bet the house, while their neighbors might only be willing to bet the car.
This attitude results in more drastic measures being taken, because the public does
not elicit the Kim regime to protect them out of duty. Combined with how the
state dealt with reforms, much of the public does not fair well in times of distress.
By being “trained under the old system, deprived of opportunities to organize, and
ignorant about the outside world, North Korea’s starving farmers did not rebel.
They just died.”40
Since the beginnings of the country, the North’s leadership “has relied
heavily on three tools: restrictive social policies that prevent potentially hostile
social classes from forming and create society’s dependence on the state;
manipulation of ideas and information to increase the regime’s legitimacy and
weaken that of potential opponents; and the heavy use of force to deter or crush
potential resistance.”41 It was quite tramautic for children to grow up amidst these
conditions. Suki Kim taught at a school for North Koreas elite youth, and she
experienced first hand the outcome of these policies. She says,
I did really love my students so much, and I felt the degree under
which they were controlled, and their humanity was completely
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suppressed beyond belief. I actually did not feel any hope. You say,
yes, we have to keep engaging, but we engage at what expense?
Because I just didn’t see any light at the end of the tunnel, and
these were the elite. I don’t know how we engage with a regime
that does that to its people, because they don’t behave any other
way.42
This pertains mostly to the people still living in North Korea, however.
North Korean defectors living in South Korea have a chance to experience a
completely different lifestyle. Defectors suffer traumatic experiences in the North,
but the different lifestyle helps to resolve many of those issues, as “both the
prevalence rate and the severity of PTSD significantly decreased over the 7 years
the NK defectors lived in South Korea.”43 This gives hope to those who advocate
for integration of defectors into international communities. It would seem as
though integration into South Korean society would be an easier transition, but in
reality, “the cultural aspect of the current stresses experienced by NK defectors in
South Korea seems to be unique, despite their common ancestral background.”44
As shown in a 7-Year Follow-Up Study on the Mental Health on North Korean
Defectors in South Korea, many of the stresses the defectors felt were not specific
to Korean culture. They include feelings that could be experienced anywhere the
defectors could go. The study found that
differences in dialect, foods, or clothing styles were not reported as
serious stress factors by NK defectors, but their most serious
stressors included ‘discrimination by South Koreans,’ ‘a lack of
42
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information about living in South Korea,’ ‘different value systems
and lifestyles,’ and ‘feeling inferior due to incompetency in
vocational knowledge and skills.’ These seemed to be because of
cultural and educational background of NK defectors (Min,
Jeon,&Yoon, 1999). Accordingly, they are likely to experience
identity issues, in that they are no longer North Koreans and also
not yet accepted as South Koreans (Jeon et al., 1997).45
Reform from within North Korea is highly unlikely. The regime has a
tight hold on all aspects of the country, but that isn’t to say that it will continue
indefinitely. The powerful alliance between the Kim regime and Korean People’s
Army (KPA) is unsustainable. It forces North Korea to travel a path that can only
result in the eventual destabilization of the country. The decline, however, “is
prolonged by local factors (e.g., inability of people to mobilize) and global factors
(e.g., regional-stability and investment needs), which allow the regime to
adapt.”46 The question is: what has to happen to force a more rapid decline?

The Outsiders’ View
What the outside world sees of North Korea is probably not the most
accurate portrayal of the country. The sources of information are not always the
most reliable and because there is a general lack of information, the opinions are
usually not as evenly balanced. Nonetheless, this does not stop outsiders from
having an opinion on the country. This section will not spend too much time
talking about what actions other countries are taking to deal with North Korea;
that is reserved for the case studies. Rather, this section will tell the story of how
information is received by the international community, along with some of the
titles and stereotypes that have been associated with North Korea.
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It is quite possible that China currently shares some of the greatest
commonalities with North Korea. They know what it is like to be on the other side
of American foreign policy, but South Koreans share a genetic line that binds
them on a much deeper level. This genetic tie, however, is quickly disappearing.
The younger generation in the South no longer associates itself with the North in
the same fashion that their elders have. This newer South Korea has developed an
association with North Korea that does not help the perception of the isolated
country. The association they have with the North is generally negative in nature,
as shown in the figure below.
Figure 2
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largely opposed by the South Korean public, with 67.8 percent in opposition unless
there is a significant change in ‘attitude’ by North Korea.”48 There is likely an
attitude among South Koreans that the resumption of aid will have no effect on the
relationship it shares with the North. It is simply furthering failed engagement
policies, even while unification remains as the ultimate end goal.

The Information Flow
To understand how the outside world views North Korea, it is important to
have an understanding of how information about North Korea is made available to
the outside world. This section will help to provide the reader with the
information needed to comprehend the difficulties of both importing and
exporting information in and out of the DPRK.
The technology curve in East Asia is quite steep. Japan, China, and South
Korea are at the forefront of many of the technological advances throughout the
world. The age of the Internet has come in full strength and is a force that each
country has come to embrace it in its own way. North Korea though, is not on the
same page as its neighbors. The Internet age, however, has not completely
ignored North Korea. There are two types of Internet usage in North Korea. The
first is the real Internet, which is used mostly by “political leaders, their families,
students at elite universities and the countries cyber warfare units.”49 Then there is
the Kwangmyong, which is the local intranet. It is free (provided there is a
computer to use), and it has all the basic functions of an intranet including around
1,000-5,000 North Korean approved websites.50 The use of computers is still quite
low, and access to the truly global internet is still extremely limited, but the
increased use of technology has the ability to help paint a picture in the minds of
many North Koreans what may be possible and, therefore, what further
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exploration might bring. The United States is all for greater Internet usage in
North Korea. President Barack Obama has said, speaking on the Internet’s
penetration into North Korea, “Information ends up seeping in over time
and bringing about change and that is something that we’re constantly looking for
ways to accelerate.”51
The use of mobile phones has also been on the rise in North Korea. Unlike
the Internet, mobile phones need active personnel to monitor and conversations
are difficult to understand if one does not have the correct linguistic knowledge,
as words do not always need to maintain their dictionary meaning. North Korea’s
intranet is very limited, and people are only allowed to access a number of sites.
Conversations take a digital form, which can be reviewed by both man and
machine. With mobile phones, a conversation about walking in the garden, for
example, can easily take on multiple meanings should the two involved know
what is truly meant. Even now there is the capability for foreigners to make
international calls52, which implies that if there is a will for the North Korean
people to connect to the outside world there is now one more way. The number of
cell phones in use is growing at a rapid pace—“the Koryolink network has grown
in leaps and bounds: from 90,000 subscribers in late 2009 to one million in early
2012 and two million by the summer of 2013.”53
The youth are often very quick adapters to technology and in North Korea
this is no different. In North Korea youth “are increasingly using their cellphones
to communicate with photos, video and other multimedia.”54 With a generation of
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influential youth growing up having knowledge of the outside world (cell phones
are still a luxury item), there is the possibility that the current method of
repression will die out. As another sign of changing times and “despite significant
restrictions and surveillance on usage, younger cellphone users are increasingly
sharing multimedia files, with content often influenced distinctly from Japanese
and South Korean culture.”55 Additionally, as much as the ruling regime tries to
stop this behavior, the technology behind it has been identified as critical to
development and to increasing its status on the world stage, as “it has been
identified…as a key component in plans for science and technological
development.”56 The government is interesting when it comes to technology. The
very existence of it threatens their power. It adds a layer of freedom that can be
accessed by an increasing number of people. This allows more average North
Koreans to become familiar with the outside world, the very thing the government
is most afraid of.
There is also the section of society that one would assume has access to
any and all technology that was available. Suki Kim recounts, “I taught at a
school for science and technology computer majors. They had no idea what the
Internet was. It’s not possible to open that world up to the Internet, because then
that would break the myth of the great leader.”57 The transition from a very
homogenous existence to gaining access to unimaginable amounts of information
is a process that the government is in no rush to hasten.
There are also other ways that information is brought from within the
North to the outside world. The North Korean transnational criminal smuggling
network is one that was a long time in the making, but is now being used for
something different. What was once the domain of the Kim regime transformed
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into networks for the transnational criminal elements to operate. The networks
that were once used to make money for the state were partially taken over to
provide more of a personal benefit to those involved.
These networks serve a dual purpose though. They can be used for what
they were intended, or they could be adapted for the use of getting information in
and out of North Korea. If a drug is just as illegal in one country, for example
China or North Korea, and it will benefit the smuggler in the same manner, what
would stop this smuggler from transporting a memory stick versus a drug? If the
networks are in place and the nature of the game is inherently secretive, then what
the smuggler brings is not strictly confined to what the network was originally
intended for.
The information that is gained from illegal methods presents the world
with some of the most sensitive information about North Korea. It is the
information that people are willing to die for in order for it to reach the outside
world. There are other ways that people learn about the country, but the
information that is gained from more legitimate methods is also subject to more
government censorship. There are a number of non-governmental organizations
(NGOs) and diplomatic missions that are located in North Korea. These NGOs
from “several American and international NGOs have provided assistance to
North Korea in humanitarian relief, development, health, informal diplomacy,
science, communication and education,” but as such, the regime’s filter applies to
much of the information they receive.58
Although they do have a small capacity to relay information back to the
outside world, doing so would compromise the activities of nearly all the
organizations there. It is in the best interest of the North Korean people and the
NGOs to remain focused on the mission at hand and not to mix politics with the
work they are there to complete. There is the possibility that some of the
governmental or, in some cases, non-governmental, organizations are able to
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obtain information in a more covert manner. Doing so while in North Korea is a
very dangerous endeavor, however, especially for a diplomatic mission or an
NGO that is operating within very strict parameters. There is also the fact that the
more people that are involved in the collection of such intelligence, and the more
steps that the process involves, the less effective the operation will be. The risk of
exposure in this country is very high, so these more covert methods are much less
likely to be successful. Therefore, the use of illegal networks by well-intentioned
people is the best chance that the outside world has at collecting meaningful
intelligence about North Korea.

Going Rogue and Its Consequences
The U.S. National Security Strategy of 2002 helps to provide the most
“authoritative” definition of a “rogue state.”The list states that
in the 1990s we witnessed the emergence of a small number of
rogue states that, while different in important ways, share a number
of attributes. These states:
- Brutalize their own people and squander their national resources
for the personal gain of the rulers;
- Display no regard for international law, threaten their neighbors,
and callously violate international treaties to which they are party;
- Are determined to acquire weapons of mass destruction, along
with other advanced military technology, to be used as threats or
offensively to achieve the aggressive designs of these regimes;
- Sponsor terrorism around the globe; and
- Reject basic human values and hate the United States and
everything for which it stands.59
Practically all of these seem to be targeting North Korea. According to the United
States, North Korea is as deserving of the status of rogue state as any country. The
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definition that was presented in that particular National Security Strategy helped
to frame the way many Americans view the DPRK. This same definition applies
to countries that the United States has gone to war with, so dependent on this is
the question of whether or not the United States will also go to war with North
Korea. The United States, for 12 days, sat on the intelligence that North Korea
was cheating on the deal to freeze their nuclear program, keeping it covert and out
of the news. In that time, it successfully won passage of a Congressional
resolution authorizing the president to use military force against Iraq, in October
of 2002, and further pressed its case against Iraq in the UN.60
The lack of a military response towards North Korea as a result of their
provocations helps to shift the focus away from an inevitable conflict to reveal a
more benign mission. North Korea can often be viewed as a rogue state rather
than an enemy, “yet as defined in image theory, an ‘enemy’ is perceived as
possessing substantial power capabilities on par with one’s own. In contrast,
rogue states, are often painted as regional bullies capable of threatening their
neighbors.”61 They do not possess substantial conventional power, but they do
rely most heavily on their nuclear deterrent, which indeed threatens the region,
but not in the same way the U.S. or China could. They are instead viewed more as
a regional bully, reminding East Asia from time to time that there is a country
capable of drastically disrupting the peace. This places North Korea in the
category of rouge, more so than enemy, which is evident in the relatively calm
regional attitude and widespread tolerance of frequent harassments by the North.

Standing Up to the Wolves
The world must seem quite unsettling when positioned as a barrier
between two of the worlds largest powers, and there exists a cartoon that helps to
convey these feelings. The North Korean cartoon The Squirrel and the Hedgehog
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presents the dynamics of East Asian relations from a North Korean perspective. It
involves the squirrels, which are the North Koreans, the hedgehogs, who represent
the military, and the ducks, which are the Navy. They are locked in a constant
struggle against the much more powerful forces of the weasels (Japanese), mice
(South Koreans), and lastly, the wolves (Americans). Despite the overwhelming
power of these opposing forces, they squirrels manage to outsmart their enemy
and continue to survive despite the overwhelming odds against them.
This clearly demonstrates how they view their geographic position in East
Asia. North Korea is quite literally the obstruction between the American military
and China and its capital. This means that they have less autonomy over the
decisions about their fate, and also that, in times of distress, North Korea becomes
a bit more important to China. They react to what the situation dictates rather than
dictating the situation. Therefore, there have been attempts by North Korea to take
charge of the situation and decide the direction in their terms. Also, by utilizing
techniques that intimidate rather than incorporate, the international community
could actually do more harm than good when trying to be stern with North Korea.
This is because “instilling fear not only fails to induce the decision-maker to
choose the risk-averting act, but actually incites the decision-maker to move from
the desired risk-averting act to the undesired risk-seeking act.”62The North quite
possibly feels that it has been backed into a corner, while also being used as a
buffer zone. These are feelings of anger and belittlement, and they could easily
make the North feel as though they have no real voice and are being made a tool
by the larger powers. Using fear as an intimidation technique gives the North a
fight to call their own.
Let’s take a look at the numbers.63 The North Korean economy is
estimated to have a GDP of $40 billion. In comparison, South Korea has a GDP
$1.6 trillion. This is with only roughly twice the population, the North having 24
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million and the South having 49 million. The North Korean system has not even
come close to producing the same economic results as South Korea. The two
powers that it is most concerned with, though, are in two completely different
economic categories. The United States has a GDP of $16.7 trillion while China’s
is $13.4.
The military spending for these two countries is equally as daunting. The
United States spends roughly 4.35% of its GDP on its military, while the latest
figures show China at 2%. This shows the United States spending more than twice
the percentage of GDP on defense than China; however, the numbers presented
here are an anomaly. While the United States “spends more on its armed forces
than the next 8 countries combined,” China’s “relentless growth in military
spending—double-digit increases almost every year for the past two decades, and
now the biggest in three years—” represents an “official” growth of 12.2% or
$132 billion.64
North Korea has always taken a military posture. The Korean War never
officially ended, and is currently under a half century long cease-fire. This
constant state of war, which is perceived to be stronger in the North, has led North
Korea to find themselves practicing ‘military first’ policies that “gives the leading
role to the KPA.”65 The idea of ‘military first’ “has been used to signify the
privileged status the KPA holds throughout North Korean societyand to stress that
the regime’s sovereignty rests upon the military’s shoulders.”66 The country is
highly militarized, spending “about a third of its national income on its
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military.”67 Are these the hallmarks of paranoia among the decision-makers or is
this an appropriate reaction to what it perceives to be a very realistic threat to its
security? A military build-up does not necessarily lead to a safer state, and in a
country that has multiple economic issues, one may wonder if it is all money that
would be better spent somewhere else. There is only so long a country can
maintain that direction, however, and “for his own long-term survival, Kim will,
if he is able, eventually have to reduce his reliance on the military.”68
The international community recognizes that “it is almost impossible to
recover DPRK’s economic health with nuclear weapons, though those can secure
its security. There is a dilemma between national security and economic
restoration in DPRK’s strategic options.”69The question is whether or not the Kim
regime understands the issue in the same way. The pendulum’s shift from one of
these facets to the other is a definitive characteristic of the Kim regime should
they decide to tackle their economic issues and begin to comply with the nonproliferation requests. The perceived security that nuclear weapons provide and
the ‘military first’ policies signal the priorities of the regime. Economic
restoration takes second priority to security, but one can often be tied to the other.
North Korea insists to its people that “imperialists used economic cooperation and
aid as baits to pressure socialist countries to adopt a capitalist market economy to
infiltrate its economy, which ultimately led to its collapse.”70 This is quite far
from the truth, as one would expect. Instead of welcoming engagement and
opening up to the world they closed off, “it experienced a ‘siege mentality.’”71
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This emphasis on a wartime focus and the ‘siege mentality’ penetrates the
country in more than one way. The children grow up with this as a part of their
daily lives,
yet the development of such a sense of collective identity in North
Korean primary-school children must be seen as tenuous, as it is
based on misrepresentations, myths and political dogma. If and
when this ideology is challenged by readers, the legitimacy of the
North Korean Communist regime will be called into question.72
It is only a matter of time before walls are unable to hold back access to the
massive amounts of information that is common throughout the rest of the world.
It is hard to say what would happen once this information becomes available, but
it is safe to say that it would not be a desirable outcome to the Kim regime.

What Does North Korea Need to Survive?
The facts presented thus far have helped to secure the reader with a level of
understanding about North Korea that aids in further analysis. A simple yet
critical question still remains, though—what does the North need to survive? To
merely answer security is not enough. In order to connect with the later chapters
on what the neighboring countries are doing to assist North Korea, concrete
requirements for survival must first be established.
The concept of what North Korea needs in order to survive suggests there is
something they cannot attain on their own. They must seek the help of an outside
entity for help with such a need, and there must be a reason why that need exists
in the first place. For North Korea, the most basic of needs is indeed security.
There is a great extent of military buildup and isolation because of large fears
stemming from a lack in security. The securitized nature of the state is
enormously pervasive. However, should the need for security diminish, the
country could quite possibly do well on an international level. It is a self-fulfilling
72
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prophecy of sorts. This is in part due to the heightened emphasis placed on
security measures in the state. If this energy were to be diverted to other, more
directly productive, measures, than the country could easily find itself with much
fewer problems. The security focus has become such a large part of their policy
that it permeates every aspect of their existence, including their dealings with
other countries. This is not good for business, nor is it good for foreign relations,
which only ends up perpetuating the securitization cycle.
There will be five basic ‘needs’ presented in this section that North Korea
must have satisfied if it is to feel more secure and continue to function as a state.
They are: a credible nuclear deterrent, a conventional military force that is
capable of rivaling South Korea at the very least, the illusion of political stability,
economic growth to fuel the revolutionary atmosphere, and international
assistance for natural disasters.
Military security is one of the most basic of needs, and in the case of North
Korea, the perceived need for this particular type of security is of much higher
precedence. As shown by the ‘Songun’ (military first) policy, the North has
focused more heavily on security than most other countries. Why, then, must such
an exaggerated need exist? Throughout this section, the needs that North Korea
has deemed necessary for its survival will be outlined.
Nuclear Weapons
The nuclear deterrent is formidable to any would-be enemy. It has the unique
potential to destroy cities, and although the likelihood of such a weapon being
used is fairly low, the devastation that it threatens is enough to cause a second
guess of any invasion plan. The key for North Korea in providing this layer of
security is to have the ability to pose a credible nuclear threat. This means that not
only must the world know they have to capability to produce these weapons, but
they also but know that they are actually producing them and have the means to
deliver such weapons.
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A nuclear weapon is also a ground invasion deterrent, and a promise to inflict
maximum damage regardless of the classification of the target, be it civilian or
military. A weapon used to instill this much fear as a defensive measure can also
be seen as a bargaining tool as well. It presents other countries with a rational
fear of North Korean collapse, due to the possibility of those weapons falling into
the wrong hands. It allows the North to make deals with other countries in
exchange for halting weapons programs, which are typically restarted again in the
near future anyway. From other countries’ perspectives, the Kim regime may be
one of the least desirable actors to have weapons such as these, but it is a more
readily understood factor than what may happen should the country collapse.
Having a nuclear weapon is a status symbol among the North Korean people,
boosting the country’s morale. It is also a display of the prowess of the regime to
the people, to help show the greatness of the regime, which in turn also assists the
regime in subduing potential revolt.
In all, the possession of nuclear weapons forces neighboring countries to
recognize North Korea on a more serious level than they might have otherwise. It
also means that there is a greater distance put between them and possible peace
with their neighbors. It would be hard to find any country that trusts North Korea
with a nuclear weapon, but it would be even harder to find a country that would
prefer to have a nuclear arsenal on the loose in the midst of a power vacuum.

Conventional Military Force
The Songun policies result in large portions of the budget being devoted to
the military. This not only draws money that could be used on more practical
applications like agriculture, but it also shows their neighbors how serious they
really are about military action. It sends the signal that they are ready to attack or
defend at any point. It is difficult to say whether or not this truly provides a strong
enough deterrent against a potential U.S./South Korea invasion, though, as the
North has the advantage in numbers with roughly 1.2 million troops to South
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Korea’s 700,000.73 The early stages of this hypothetical war are thought to show a
North Korean advantage, but the strength of the American and South Korean air
forces would quickly switch the advantage to the South.74 The need for a
conventional military reinforces the overall security needs of North Korea. They
are willing to give up much of their resources in order to defend against what they
perceive to be the greatest threat, the United States and South Korea. In fact, this
may not be what they actually need, however it does grant the regime a better
perceived sense of stability, thus helping them maintain control of the country.

Political
The survival of the Kim regime is quite possibly the largest focus in North
Korea affairs. As this paper has previously mentioned, the Kim Dynasty has
historically taken precedence over the overall health of the country. Since the
morale of the people is not of great concern, the focus reverts to keeping the
people subdued. This means showing them how unified and powerful the regime
can be. It is keeping the people satisfied rather than happy, and fearful rather than
frustrated.
Domestic stability is the ultimate goal of political need. The appearance of
stability in North Korea appears to be just as important, if not more important
than, actual stability. There are great efforts taken to promote the image of
stability among both the domestic and international audiences. Instability could be
seen as a weakness that the opposition powers (United States, South Korea, and
domestic challengers) could possibly take advantage of. These countries
undoubtedly know the true nature of North Korea, but as this paper will continue
to show, there is little action taken to do anything about it.

Economic
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The prospects for the North Korean economy are hardly positive. Despite the
continued focus on Juche and market planning, the North’s economy has had little
success on their own. A sizeable portion of the homegrown methods for bringing
in foreign currency involve illicit activities, which is not exactly a sign of
strength. Whether it is in the drug trade, through the use of their citizens as slave
labor overseas, or refurbishing weapons for other countries, as was the case in
Cuba in 2013,the use of these techniques demonstrates that there are few solid and
morally just tactics in the North Korean economy that reliably benefit the
country.75 This clearly presents the economic need of the North. They require
more means of production, more technology, and more relief from sanctions, all
of which can be arranged for by the two largest economies, China and the United
States. This, however, has also fallen under the security need umbrella. The
securitization of the North has penetrated the country so deeply that these
economic functions are also seen through the security lens. Economic relief and
technology is gained through secretive bargaining, not openness. The acquisition
of such technology or material must be seen as a victory over other powers rather
than adopting a better technology from abroad.

Relief from Natural Disasters
As a country that has encountered a difficult time maintaining security on all
other fronts, a natural disaster could quite easily mean the difference between
survival and collapse. One of the more pressing needs that North Korea faces
during these disasters is aid from other countries. Given that they exist on the
verge of collapse and ration out supplies under normal circumstances, obtaining
and administering assistance in a disaster situation is extremely vital. As
important as that be, however, security still remains the highest priority, even in
dire times. Receiving the aid is practically mandatory for survival, but doing so
can make the regime seem weak and give the impression that they are unable to
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provide for their people. It also potentially gives foreign countries leverage
against the North. If any aid is to be given (and received), then, it must be done
with this in mind.
Much of the relief that is needed in North Korea is in the areas of agriculture
and infrastructure. These are not easy fixes, however, and many of the needs that
North Korea has are patched up in the form of temporary relief/aid rather than full
scale projects to renovate old systems.
The following chapters will help answer the question of what North Korea’s
neighbors are doing to assist them with their needs. It must be understood that
these neighbors are generally not there to promote North Korea’s ways or
policies, but instead are simply attempting to not make matters any worse than
they already are. Overall, then, there is a strong desire to strike the delicate
balance of carrying the stick in one hand and a dove in the other.

Chapter 3
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Application of Theory

A Collective Approach
The East Asian actors have a vested interest in keeping the status quo.
They have experienced tremendous growth in recent history. China’s GDP has
expanded from $202 billion in 1980 to a projected $11.7 trillion in 2016, equaling
out to nearly double-digit annual growth on average.76 South Korea and Japan
have both seen enormous growth as well. A peaceful and predictable environment
is good for business and when business is going well, the people are generally
happy. Simply put, the reason why the status quo is to be maintained is to
perpetuate peace and prosperity in the region.
The odd one out in all of this is North Korea. Not only did they fail to reap
the same economic rewards as their neighbors through trade with the West, they
also unsuccessfully invested their money and resources in ideas and allies that did
not garner the desired level of economic prestige. North Korea has a survivalist
mindset, and survival of the regime is paramount. Their revolutionary frame of
mind precludes them from behaving in the same way as their neighbors. They
must always be at odds against the ‘aggressors,’ always fighting the fight and
paving the way for their unique “Juche” style to succeed in what they view as an
unforgiving world. Most other regional actors, however, do not share the same
enthusiasm for those particular policies. North Korea has consistently been the
single actor that stands to ruin the profitable economic climate that has benefitted
the region for so many years.
This climate is good for everyone involved, and any disruption to the
status quo could result in enormous upsets in the markets. It would be to the
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benefit of East Asia to have the problems of North Korea stay in North Korea.
The problem with this lies in the threats and complications that cannot be
contained within the isolated country, which is where the main argument of this
paper begins to shed light on regional motivations for action or inaction.
Let’s take a moment to look at this situation from a more simplistic
perspective. China, South Korea, and Japan have all been quite commercially
prosperous over the last couple of decades, in large part to regional stability.
North Korea, on the other hand, is a time bomb ready to release on the region an
arsenal tied to a state with “military first” policies, along with millions of refugees
who have spent the better part of a century distinguishing themselves from their
southern counterparts in both physical and mental characteristics. What this could
do to regional stability is anything short of productive. When looking at the shortterm consequences of such an event, the regional powers have avoided conflict in
favor of the status quo. They have also taken an approach that limits their
perspective. It is hard to look past the disaster that could unfold should North
Korea collapse, but not seeing the other side of the argument in a serious manner
also limits the available options.
When framing the issues in North Korea, or even attempting to observe
the state, the issues are generally seen in one of two time spans. There is the shortterm, which is generally in the range of four years, and there is the long-term,
which is closer to a time span of 20 years. Comparing what happens in North
Korea under these two perspectives provides for two very different outlooks. The
problem with looking at North Korea in such a short period is that they always
seem to be on the verge of reform. This near state of reform, however, has lasted
for generations. Additionally, the fact that a revolutionary atmosphere exists
inside North Korea means that they will always be attempting to create a
sentiment or perception of progress to keep citizens distracted from the
‘comedown,’ or the realization of the world in which they live. This mindset that
North Koreans demonstrate has the potential to influence other actors in the
region as they attempt to gain insight into the method of the regime. The attitude
taken that there is always the potential for some change just around the corner
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helps to delay the perceived need for outside action to be taken to actually change
the system.
This is the predicament that East Asia finds itself in. The actions of the
Kim Regime are well known, and so are the threats it poses. Action on the issue
may seem like an inevitable choice, but deferment of decisions also gives the
region that much more prolonged peace, and hopefully a more undisturbed
resolution to the issues.
The East Asian countries all have choices to make. Ignoring the issue is a
choice just as much as launching an attack. With this, models can be built to
better predict what these choices would most likely be, but there is an
unpredictable factor at play. The general idea is that everyone in the region is
operating on the same level and playing the same game, but it is quite possible
that the game North Korea is playing is different from the rest. This does not refer
to what their interests are, but rather to something deeper within the psyche.
In a conversation with the author of Without You There is No Us, Suki
Kim and former New Mexico Governor Bill Richardson, the world in which the
North Korean elite youth live becomes increasingly clear. The youth seem to have
a mindset that ignores the realities of their situation, developed in a world foreign
to their neighbors. “Everything was number one: They are Number One Hospital,
Number One District. Every student had a number. The hierarchy was so labeled
with each existence; they’re all soldiers. It is an incredibly vigilant way to live.”77
In addition, Kim tells us how “[her] students didn’t know the existence of the
Internet. [She] taught at a school for science and technology computer majors.
They had no idea what the Internet was. It’s not possible to open that world up to
the Internet, because then that would break the myth of the great leader.” This
may seems to contradict with the previously mentioned emergence of cell phones
and increased communication to the outside world. However, it simply points out
some of the extreme restrictions that exist inside this country. There are people
who are not seen as much of a threat should they gain access to the outside world,
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but then there are the people who the government may wish to keep in the dark
for as long as possible. With this type of environment, it is entirely plausible for a
group of elite youth to exist in the country with one particular worldview and
knowledge base, while another group exists with another.
The mindset that helps to differentiate North Korea from the rest of the
countries in play also creates a situation where the rational choice model applies
in a different way. As we look at China, the United States, and South Korea, we
see that the government typically functions for the benefit of the people. There is
a mechanism that holds the leaders. Whether it is the democratic process in the
United States and South Korea or the fear of revolt in China, the governments are
tied to their people. In North Korea, the system is wholly different. As mentioned
earlier, the Kim Regime is at the forefront of North Korean affairs and the state
functions to serve them regime rather than the regime functioning to serve the
state. This means that there is a complicated approach one must take when dealing
with North Korea.
To apply a rational choice method to this issue we must first identify what
the Kim Regime finds to be its core interest, or what it will direct its policy
toward in order to produce the desired outcome. The focus of their policy lies in
the preservation of the Kim Regime, so the decisions will likely reflect this
priority. Evidence of this exists in “the second nuclear crisis, [when] North Korea
reversed its confrontational stance four times, in March 2003, June 2004, June
2005, and February 2007. Ironically, all these reversals coincided with the U.S.
dispatch of F-117 stealth bombers to South Korea.”78 The fact that the deescalation came after the deployment of the F-117 proves this point not because
of an increased military presence, but specifically because “F-117 bombers…are
the delivery system for bunker-busting bombs.”79 It was only after presenting a
direct threat to the regime rather than the people did the situation change course.
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This complicates the perception of what decisions will be made by other
countries when they are forced to deal North Korea. They operate under the
assumption that, like their own system, the government will do what is best for
the people. This creates two separate and distinct variants of rational choice in
regards to North Korea. There is the one in which the international community
operates, and then there is the standard for North Korea.
The traditional application of rational choice is largely non-existent in the
North. Nonetheless, it is important to discuss due to the fact that the dynamic
between what is perceived to be happening and what is actually happening helps
to provide a more accurate assessment of what the future holds for North Korea,
and therefore a more accurate prediction of the decision-making process for the
state. To utilize this particular observation it must be placed in the context of
regional and domestic events. When dealing with domestic affairs, or
international events in which the direction and dialogue are dictated by the Kim
Regime, the degree of predictability is much less apparent. The secretive nature of
the regime makes for a larger degree of unpredictability. There are also a
relatively small number of people who are included in the decision-making
process. Better predictions of behavior could transpire if these individuals were
better understood, but the facts of the matter are that who these individuals even
are is not well known, let alone what drives their decision-making process.
So how can the international community predict what will happen on the
Korean Peninsula? In the event that the decision that must be made is controlled
primarily by the Kim Regime, one can assume that whatever would allow the
regime the greatest degree of prestige might very well be the route. However,
there is one trait that seems to be constant with regards to the DPRK, and that is
uncertainty. The best route to having a more certain prediction, then, is when
there is an interested party separate from North Korea. The ideas of rational
choice apply more uniformly to the other actors of East Asia. For example, China,
South Korea, and even the United States would all benefit from a stable
atmosphere. The Kim Regime, on the other hand, remains in power based
primarily on its method of control over the public, in the face of all problems that
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exist— “one of the reasons for political continuity despite economic deprivation
is the total control the regime maintains over society. North Korea is a police
state.”80
In North Korea, there is a small cohort of decision-makers that decide
what freedoms people are granted. The strict enforcement of these decisions
makes the system much less complicated and therefore more comprehensible for
the average person. In a society where people are not able to speak freely there is
a destructive cycle that plays out. The people below are too scared to tell the
people above them that what they see is not going to work or that it may be a bad
idea. The people above feel that what they are doing is correct, and out of the
desire to tell their bosses what they want to hear, they only listen to the people
that are only giving them the answers they want to hear. As a result, by the time
information gets to the top it is so diluted of the truth that the only thing saving
the system is a strong central leader that sets a course and hopefully gets
something to work. There are many failures of policy instituted in this way, but
there are a few ideas that do end up working, and those methods are held onto for
a very long time.

Case Studies on Engagement and Assistance
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The ideas previously expressed present the notion that the most rational of
thought exists when there are multiple parties that have a vested interest in the
outcome rather than solely North Korea. The upcoming section will discuss three
circumstances that help to demonstrate this idea. They show that South Korea, the
United States, and China all actively assist North Korea in just narrowly avoiding
collapse, which presents an immediate threat to regional stability. Since conflict is
in the recent memory of all East Asia, maintaining the relatively peaceful
atmosphere is at the forefront of all those involved. The way in which each
country views stability and how it decides to maintain it is what will be presented
in the following pages.

South Korea’s Engagement Policies
Up until only a half-century ago, Korea was a united country with a
unified culture. The bond that links the two is deeper than a shared peninsula or a
common goal of economic prosperity. There are people still alive in the South
with immediate family members who are living in the North. For one generation,
assistance to the DPRK means possible aid for a family member. For another
generation who might be further removed from the immediate connection,
assistance may accomplish a different goal entirely. There is a generational gap
forming in South Korea, and this gap will change the course of relations between
the two governments. What has bound Koreans together until now can also be the
same factor that brings them together once again—“the high level of ethnic
homogeneity and cultural commonality of the two Koreas was an obvious factor
in facilitating the re-categorization of the North from ‘enemy’ to aspirational
‘friend’ in a relatively short period of time.”81
The South Korean government has seen a great deal of improvement in the
last few decades. They have gone from a GDP per capita of $155.20 in 1960 to
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$22,424 in 2011, a remarkable trend that they surely wish to continue.82
Throughout this time they were still technically at war with North Korea, but
there was also an American presence that helped to stabilize the region. For
economic growth numbers like this to continue for South Korea, stability is
critical. Investors shy away from hostile and unpredictable environments. They
can also attribute their success to the model of government they employed, as
South Korea’s success “can best be understood by taking serious what…they
were doing: namely, coordinating and encouraging private (and public)
investments with a high degree of linkages within the modern sector.”83 Heavy
coordination of private and public investment is only possible in a state that
allows for a more free flowing trade market. This is something North Korea does
not have, and in the event of chaos on the peninsula, it is also something that
could be cut off with very little warning.
South Korea’s policy towards the North has always steered toward the
eventual direction of unification. In their inaugural addresses, “without exception,
presidents of South Korea have always said that unification is the mission they
intend to accomplish.”84 In the simplest of terms, there are two foreign policy
routes that could be pursued with this eventual goal in mind. They can either build
a healthy relationship with the North, gradually steering it in the ‘right’ direction
to where a merging of the two states is possible, or there is the more violent
option of open conflict. This more violent path also can include pushing the
country to its breaking point before absorbing it and its problems in the midst of
chaos. Inheriting a country in this state comes with many issues. Given the
multitude of problems that North Korea faces, it would seem rational for South
Korea to work towards the route of peace instead of violence. South Korea’s
economy has been doing well under the current circumstances, so they have the
82
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luxury of time. Bringing about unification is a long-term goal and “even if the
South Korean government is pragmatic about not trying to unify the peninsula as
soon as possible, while recognizing the value of maintaining and stabilizing the
division, it has never shown any sign of giving up the goal of unification.”85 For
the North,
there was no short-term prospect of disintegration or implosion,
whatever pressure Seoul might apply, Moreover, the assessed risk
was that if the regime were to collapse, heightened economic
insecurity would ensue. In any case, military tension could be
lessened through engagement in bilateral and multilateral
frameworks.86
The South Korean government has been on a path to unification through
engagement. The government saw that the consequences of military action
presented an outcome that was clearly not in the best interest of South Korea.
They saw that the formation of a policy of some form of engagement was
necessary in order for regional stability to persist. Therefore, “South Korea’s
national interest was conceived as securing its survival by protecting itself from
potential aggression. The idea of the Sunshine Policy became plausible only when
the relationship with Pyongyang was reconfigured.”87 This approach was created
with the best intentions in mind, but it was perhaps too trustworthy in practice.
The idea behind the Sunshine Policy was to
break this provocation cycle by offering a constant stream of aid to
North Korea regardless of its behavior. Since the aid was given on
an unconditional basis, however, Kim could still engage in
provocations in order to induce aid from the U.S. and serve
secondary goals such as advancing its strategic deterrent and
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bolstering his credibility with the military.88

The Sunshine Policy was an attempt at cooperation with North Korea, and
though the “Kim Dae Jung and Roh Moo Hyun government have for the past 9
years supplied North Korea with 1,785.9 billion won (US $1.92 billion),” the
overall success of the programs was not as effective as hoped for.89 A white paper
published by South Korea’s Ministry of Unification officially ended the decadelong Sunshine Policy in 2008, citing a $4.5 billion cost to South Korean taxpayers
and a lack of clear successes in the face of the North’s continuing nuclear
program.90 It is hard to say that it was a complete failure, however. Nothing
negative resulted from the policy, and South Korea grew one step closer to
reaching its overall goals. It was not a success, but it was also not a failure. It was
popular among the South Korean people, however—69 percent of survey
respondents supported the policy in February of 2002.91

Despite the diminished success of the Sunshine Policy, engagement was
the theme, and it was a policy the government was intent on pursuing. The South
Korean government had a “conception of the national interest and… implemented
an engagement policy which aimed to increase inter-Korean economic
cooperation and construct a security culture of peaceful coexistence, with no
conditionality, such as reciprocity.”92 This policy was not going to stop at the
breakdown of the Sunshine Policy. The situation was no different afterward as it
was before. Although there was a growing discontent for North Koreas, as
88
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“attitudes are often highly pragmatic, and seem to indicate a public generally
suffering from North Korean fatigue”93, South Korea in general still desired peace
and stability to allow their economy to continue its growth.

The United States’ Engagement and The Agreed Framework
The United States sits in a unique position in regards to this issue. Of the
four main actors, it is the only one that is not geographically a part of the
discussion. It has assets in the region and has a strong interest in keeping the
region safe and secure, but it does not face the same threat that China and South
Korea do should the North collapse. Because of this, the United States does not
view the situation with the same gravity that others may attach to it.
Of the possible ways that North Korea has to inflict damage on the United
States, the best known working weapons delivery system is far from a true threat
to the United States:
Taepodong-1 (Paektusan-1) – two-stage liquid-fueled mediumrange ballistic missile, modified to serve as a three-stage space
launch vehicle; incapable of delivering nuclear payload to
intercontinental ranges due to poor technical accuracy; estimated
range of 2,000-2,900 km. Theoretically capable of delivering small
100-200 kg payloads to continental US.94
There are more systems that the North may be able to employ in the future, but
since that particular system is the most credible threat, it presents the greatest
danger.
Cyber attacks have become an ever-increasing threat to the United States
and will continue to be so, but North Korea does not present as devastating of a
93
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threat in the cyber world as they can potentially be in the physical world. There
have been attacks on South Korea, and they have even gained access to American
networks, the most famous example being the Sony hack over the controversial
movie, The Interview. There is no reason not to suspect that this will become a
much larger issue in the future, but compared to the other issues that are play
here, cyber is not currently nor has ever been the greatest concern. The focus has
mostly been to stabilize North Korea and to provide a non-nuclear framework.
However, how this is brought about is where the issue becomes more
complicated. The United States has historically been divided on how to handle
North Korea. As a prelude to the Agreed Framework,
the Clinton administration believed that Washington needed to offer
Pyongyang certain inducements, including fuel oil, light-water
reactors, food aid, and relaxed sanctions, in order to persuade
North Korea to make positive changes in its behavior. Many
congressional Republicans, on the other hand, believed that the
United States should employ fewer carrots and more sticks.95
Carrots were the preferred method for South Korea and China, so the United
States would be mostly alone should they decide to take a more forceful approach.
There were also many other momentous events occurring under the Clinton
administration at this time, such as the disaster in Mogadishu and the Rwandan
genocide. They were preoccupied, and some type of agreement was the most
plausible solution. The Agreed Framework began to take shape, and “since 1995,
the United States has provided North Korea with over $1 billion in assistance,
about 60% of which has paid for food aid and 40% or so paying for energy
assistance.”96 The Agreed Framework called upon
Pyongyang to freeze operation and construction of nuclear
weapons suspected of being part of a covert nuclear weapons
95
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program in exchange for two proliferation-resistant nuclear power
reactors. The agreement also called upon the United States to
supply North Korea with fuel oil pending construction of the
reactors. An international consortium called the Korean Peninsula
Energy Development Organization (KEDO) was formed to
implement the agreement.97
The agreement seemed to have worked for a time. In the end it achieved at least
some of the goals:
Left unconstrained, the reprocessing facility would have enabled
North Korea to separate substantial quantities of weapons-grade
plutonium from the spent fuel removed from its operational
graphite-moderated reactor. Had its ongoing activities not been
halted, North Korea would have ultimately developed the means to
fabricate significant numbers of nuclear weapons, as well as
enabled Pyongyang to market weapons-grade plutonium to other
parties.98
There was also a considerable aid that was sent to North Korea from the United
States, as shown in the chart below.99

Figure 3
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In 2004, the United States passed H.R. 4011, the North Korean Human
Rights Act, which included a requirement that U.S. non-humanitarian assistance
be contingent upon the North making significant progress on a number of human
rights issues.100 This was meant to present an opportunity for engagement with
North Korea while still attaching conditions that would have to be met. It was a
reaction to previous experiences with North Korea, as “the U.S. intelligence
community concluded in the summer of 2002 that North Korea had undertaken a
covert uranium-enrichment program, most likely initiated in the late 1990s.”101
This finding was the end of the good faith agreement made by the United States to
try and engage the North, but with the knowledge of such activities and a general
100
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dissatisfaction with North Korea, the Agreed Framework was nearing its end.
North Korea
complained repeatedly that the United States was lagging far
behind the scheduled completion of the LWR project, and
Washington faulted the North for delays in clarifying its prior
nuclear weapons activities. Neither government saw compelling
reasons to sustain the 1994 accord. The intelligence findings thus
enabled both governments to deem their prior obligations null and
void.102
Although it may not end in total success, engagement “offers the DPRK
opportunities to prove to the world that it seeks integration; but if this fails, the
United States, the ROK and Japan, through these unsuccessful entreaties, are also
tacitly building a coalition for punishment.”103 It is a partial win-win. The United
States, however, can view it as an accomplishment, or at least a reason for the
legitimacy of implementing harsher punishments. However small of an excuse
this may seem, it does play into the overall strategy that United States officials
must formulate.
The larger picture that the United States is taking into account does not
include just North Korea and their forces on the Korean peninsula. They represent
the United States’ projection of power and interests in the Pacific. To the rest of
the region,
the United States is the critical variable in the East Asia security
question. The United States is not the world’s policeman, but our
forward deployed forces in Asia ensure broad regional stability,
help deter aggression against our allies and contribute to the
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tremendous political and economic advances made by the nations
of the region.104
This projection of power could easily become a means to spend more resources
than intended. When it comes to prioritizing budgets for other expenditures, a
large military force located overseas might seem unnecessary, so the presence in
East Asia can easily become simply a monetary issue in the eyes of the public.
The “removal of troops from Asia would only save money if they were cut from
the U.S. force,” not if they were only moved from one location to another.105 The
locations of these troops actually save the American public money—“because of
the host-nation support provided by Japan and South Korea, it is cheaper to base
the forces in Asia than in the United States.”106 This helps to show that
maintaining a conflict ready force overseas is not as detrimental to the United
States’ budget as it would seem. This allows the United States to have the option
of a stick instead of a carrot should agreements or negotiations fail, and this
attitude is more unique to the American perspective. The United States has
repeatedly tried to work through issues with North Korea, but to avail. North
Korea shows no signs that their nuclear, ballistic or other programs for weapons
of mass destruction are diminishing despite calls from the International Security
Council to do so. Instead, they continue their business in arms trading, and
prohibited activities, while the ballistic and nuclear weapons programs also
continue.107
The United States does not the have patience that North Korea’s neighbors
possess, and they also have the option to be much more forceful with their actions
due to the factors explained earlier. There is a great need for regional stability, but
the luxury of not being as connected to the issues means that the United States
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does not always share the opinions of the other East Asian actors who might be
affected more directly by actions taken on the Korean Peninsula.

China’s Involvement and Interests
Of all the states involved in North Korean affairs, China quite possibly
possesses the greatest understanding of the North’s fears. In some ways, the
DPRK of today reflects Maoist era China. Granted there were more openings in
the old China, and technology of that day did not require as tight of a grip on
society to control messages, but North Korea is nonetheless a country that is
hanging on to a few narrow ropes to survive. It is China that has the tightest grip
on the other end.
Like South Koreans, there is a growing feeling among Chinese that North
Koreans are becoming the ‘other’ more than a friend—
Only 13% of respondents view the bilateral relationship as an ally.
Even a smaller percentage of respondents (4%) see their relationship as genuine “friends.” Rather, almost half of them (47%)
feel ambivalent about their relationship, as defined by the Chinese
expression “半信半疑的朋友,” [ban xin ban yi de peng you]
which literally means "half-trusting, half-suspicious friend.”108
Although it may seem rather important for the people of China to view
North Korea in generally a friendly way if they are to be the main supporter of the
country, in reality the government is mostly supporting the North out of necessity
and ideology. However, there have been a number of ways that China has
promoted its relationship with the North. Attempts at linking the two countries
together have included exchange programs among students and professionals—
“some 130 Chinese students study annually in North Korea, while 400 North
108
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Korean students study in China. Since the late 1990s, China has received and
trained over 1,000 North Korean experts in areas related to market economics.”109
In China’s efforts to deepen ties and guide the North along the same path
they themselves took, they have also attempted to spur economic growth similar
to their own in the late 1970s. Specifically, this has prompted China to help North
Korea create Special Economic Zones (SEZs). Although
North Korea’s interest in developing SEZs has been
sporadic…several recent developments indicate that SEZs are
becoming an increasingly important part of the country’s
economic planning. Beginning in 2010, the DPRK renewed
attempts to encourage investment and infrastructure developments
in Rason, and more recently announced that new SEZs would be
established in each province of the country.110
These zones were meant to establish trade with the North and help improve their
economic situation. It was also a way to ease the burden of China and the
international community in providing assistance. One can “point toward China’s
desire to develop its Northeast region and promote stability while increasing its
leverage over North Korea’s economic growth” to demonstrate the value of the
SEZs.111 The establishment of trade in these areas with North Korea only
encourages “economic reliance on China during a period where South Korea and
Japan have written themselves out of the story [and] can only give Beijing greater
influence in Pyongyang’s decision-making.112
The SEZs are just one tool that China uses to assist North Korea, as “World
Food Program officials based in Pyongyang explain, ‘No other country makes
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efforts the way China does’ to connect North Koreans to the outside world.”113
Their style does not always reflect that of their neighbors though. China’s
“approach has been quieter and more indirect. By devolving most policy
implementation to local governments, Chinese leaders encourage policy creativity
while reducing political sensitivity.”114 They lend power to the more common,
everyday interactions in their policy. This helps to keep the leadership out of the
spotlight, reduces the risk of highly visible failures, and they feel that “local level
interactions facilitate cross-border networking and expand mutual interests in
economic cooperation through a dynamic of ‘local liberalism.’”115 The
partnership that this cooperation could result in involves reducing “the frequency
of food shortages, while sheltering Pyongyang from the effects of sanctions,”
therefore “preventing an absolute and sudden collapse…”116 Linking local
economies across the China-North Korea border achieved the dual purposes of
advancing human security and spurring economic development, both of which
contributed to stability in the region.
The geopolitical importance of North Korea is also worth noting here, as
“Beijing cannot achieve its goals of regional stability or maintain North Korea as
a buffer and as leverage against the U.S. position on Taiwan if it allows
Pyongyang to collapse.”117 North Korea serves as the buffer zone to South Korea,
which is both influenced and protected by the United States. Should tension
between the United States and China reach the levels seen during the Cold War,
China desires the barrier that North Korea offers. Although a direct confrontation
with the United States is highly unlikely, there is a fear that conflict in North
Korea could spill over into China. As to what might dictate China’s responses to
events on the Korean Peninsula, Jooyoung Song presents a “Dual Threats Model,”
which explains that China’s involvement depends on two variables-the probability
113
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of a United States military response and the stability of North Korea.118 It is the
combination of these two variables that will serve as the greatest factor in any
potential response from China.
China is undoubtedly concerned with security, but they exercise control in
this area mostly via economics. Trade between the two countries is highly
promoted. This is proven by their commitment to promote SEZs, and their
patience with North Korea’s slow pace of development—“China usually faces a
problem when it tries to import the natural resources it produces in North Korea,
that is, the lack of facilities through which it can carry them back.”119 Because of
this, “2 billion yuan (about $240 million) out of the 7 billion China committed to
invest was allocated to building roads and railways from Musan to Tonghua in
China.”120 This can help predict the future of these two countries’ relationship.
The assistance in development of infrastructure implies that there will be a
growing need for North Korea’s resources. Although North Korea would like to
see even more money put into their country, “there exist differences between what
North Korea expects from China and where China actually invests.”121 While this
is to be expected, since they are dealing with a regime that does not wish
foreigners to have any sort of control over their affairs, it presents a difficult
reality for both sides to face.
Foreign aid and trade with China has been keeping the North Korean
economy afloat.122 They have ironically become a factor in North Korea’s Juche
ideology—“by some estimates, China provides 80 percent of North Korea's
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consumer goods and 45 percent of its food.”123 For Juche to be followed in its
original intent, then it must be a completely self-sustaining process. It cannot exist
if, for example, “by 2011, 67% of the DPRK’s trade was with China, although
North Korea provided only 0.2% of China’s total trade.”124 What has happened is
that rather than simply being a strong trading partner, China has become the
dominant benefactor in North Korea’s mere survival.
China is a critical element in the North Korean state, and even though
North Korea does not play nearly as critical of a role in Chinese affairs, its
presence does present China with a certain luxury.“China's support for Pyongyang
ensures a friendly nation on its northeastern border, and provides a buffer zone
between China and democratic South Korea, which is home to around 29,000
U.S. troops and marines.”125 Characterizing North Korea as being a “friendly
nation” to China might be an overstatement, but the fact remains that having a
land buffer between the United States and its capital, Beijing, can only be a
benefit to China and its strategic interests.
The benefits North Korea presents to China are fairly minimal. The
primary hopes China has for the North lie in the potential it possesses. This is one
reason why China has been willing to endure the many hardships the relationship
has produced. As tensions rise and North Korea continues to present Beijing with
tough questions on how to engage with its seemingly irrational neighbor, China
has taken what “essentially amounts to a ‘wait-and-see’ attitude, centered on
continued negotiations and behind-the-scenes efforts to encourage Pyongyang to
comply with the international community.”126 They hope that over time, the
situation will work itself out, much like what has happened to China itself over
the last half-century.
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China must deal with the reality of its circumstances. It has a neighbor that
is highly unpopular with the international community. The neighbor is volatile,
and they are linked to China in many ways. When China thinks about the
possibilities, they see that “the specter of hundreds of thousands of North Korean
refugees flooding into China is a huge worry. [They] are most concerned about
the collapse of North Korea leading to chaos on the border."127 As if this was not
reason enough for them to take an active role in maintaining stability in North
Korea, they also see that “if North Korea does provoke a war with the United
States, China and South Korea would bear the brunt of any military confrontation
on the Korean peninsula.”128 There are “some in Beijing [who] also suspect that
North Korea had determined to ‘fight to win or die.’ Starved and desperate as it is,
Pyongyang has little to lose and can thus risk a confrontation with the world’s
lone superpower.”129 This means that North Korea is willing to risk far more than
the rest of the players in East Asia. As such, China believes that coercion is
largely ineffective and a nonstarter.130 The United States, as this paper has made
clear, is in a position where it will not risk the bulk of its assets should war break
out. It is thousands of miles away and does not concern itself with the situation in
the same regard as China and South Korea, “yet both those countries have been
hesitant about pushing Pyongyang too hard, for fear of making Kim Jong-un's
regime collapse.”131 There is a line that separates mere punishment and total
regime collapse, and it is this line that neither country wishes to cross. In other
words, the status quo is preferred over the regime’s collapse, and any action that
Beijing feels may begin to cross the line and push the limits of the Kim Regime’s
ability to maintain control of the country is ill-advised in their view. Stabilizing
the region takes priority for China, but stability is what will keep China’s
economy healthy and some of their largest trading partners friendly.
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Conclusion
The dynamics at play here have major consequences for regional security.
The pacific and more distinctly, East Asia, have enjoyed a considerable period of
peace, which has allowed all but one player to prosper. The success of many has
meant paranoia in the minds of others. North Korea has essentially been caught in
the middle of a balancing act between two very large powers, the United States
and China. As evident in their Juche ideology, the North Koreans have an
immense amount of national pride and ambitionbut they are not in a position
where their voice is recognized all to well. Their actions, in a sense, reflect this.
They try to be noticed, but do not want to deal the consequences of their actions.
This means that they are generally not taken too seriously, which is also
recognized as dangerous because the capabilities they possess are enough to cause
a great deal of damage. It is never really known when they are serious or not, and
as such, the safer bet is usually to error on the side of caution and assume what
they say has more truth than not.
The way in which each country deals with the North has their own
characteristics. China has the ability to sympathize with North Korea on an
ideological, militarily, and economic level more so than anyone else. They also
allow the North to operate as they wish more than any other country involved
while still providing the most money to them as well. South Korea has the
connection of family and race. They were once the same people living in the same
country. It is fair to say that both sides wish for an eventual re-unification, so
there is a distinct emotion that has evolved in South Korea that not any other
country can relate to. The United States, however, is in the position where it does
not suffer nearly as much if war were to break out, and their actions reflect this.
They are more bellicose with their rhetoric and they are quicker to blame/judge
North Korea. There seems to be more of the attitude that the Americans are
keeping a list of North Korea aggressions to use to build a case against the North,
whereas the other countries are more quickly to forgive and forget. This is
possibly because they have little choice but to do so. There is a greater need for
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the United States to have a reason for action, whatever that action may be, than
the rest of East Asia. As an outsider, the reasons for involvement must be clearer.
If they cannot provide an account of all that North Korea has done wrong then
they are not as easily able to justify their actions.
Governance in North Korea is unique, there is an extremely strong
authoritarian hold on the country that is unlike the rest of the world. There are few
tools the people have to protest or let their opinions be known. The government
acts mostly on their own behalf, and they generally do not worry about the
country as a whole. This is in contrast to their neighbors who have a wider base of
perspectives they must accommodate. They need to govern a more diverse range
of people, and they must also engage in foreign policy on a much more regular
basis than North Korea does. This means that they generally act more rationally
and have a broader base of experience. Saying that North Korea acts in a rational
manner is complicated, they do not operate on the same level as their neighbors
and their standard for rationality is based off a different set of influences. An
understanding of the differences among neighbors is vital when trying to
comprehend the common goals.
When it comes to dealing with their own country, they have not exactly
been acting in the best interest of the people. It is also debatable whether or not
they are capable of being called a rational actor, on par with their neighbors. It is
in this notion of distinction that the rationality North Korea appears to have drawn
a dividing line between it and those other East Asian neighbors. Where North
Korea may still exhibit a degree of uncertainty in predictability, the rest of those
involved in this situation have a more recognizable set of circumstances that
dictate how the country will act in a given circumstance. This means that it is
harder to know what might be coming up next from the North than the other
regional players. The only thing that gives this issue a more comforting outcome
is that the Kim regime uses the state for their benefit rather than acting out of the
benefit of the state, and because of that, there is a smaller group of decision
makers and therefore the actions can be more predictable if the conditions,
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decisions, and the real motives are known for integration into the rational choice
process.
The perpetual misunderstanding of North Korea is that something is about
to happen. It seems as though there is often a line of thought that the North is on
the verge of collapse or even some sort of reform. This has guided policy and
shifted thinking of this subject. The thinking most states have on this issue is that
they would rather maintain the status quo and guide North Korea into a gradual
landing from whichever of the two monumental events they feel could likely be
happening. It would sooth the country into a peaceful transition instead of
exploiting a weakened enemy. The reality is that there has been little change in
the country for the time period for which this thesis has assessed. The indication
this brings is that the status quo is better for each individual country more than it
is for both them and North Korea. Although this may seem harsh, it is, in essence,
the core of what each country would consider to be at their best interest. It is
better to invest in a climate that is known rather than to risk a situation that could
easily go in any direction, good or bad. What North Korea presents to the world is
both a threat and an opportunity; it’s just too bad for the people of North Korea
that the opportunity is too risky for others to seize upon.
The next best option is for the North to transition to a system of
governance that would be acceptable in the eyes of the international community,
but the Kim dynasty has too many skeletons in their closet for any rapid transition
to be made. They know this as well as anyone else. It is also known that the
dynasty will do everything in its power to stay in the position of leadership.
Therefore, for true reforms to be made and a route towards a more peaceful and
open North Korea to be made, it must be understood that this process should be
measured in generations rather than years. For all that is known about North
Korea, it should come as no surprise that they are not yet ready for the outside
world. Should the international community wish to transition North Korea into
modern times, it must be done with this timeline in mind.
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